Further™ Adaptive

More offices are moving to height-adjustable workstations to help increase health and wellness in the workplace. But not everyone has the need or desire for a sit-to-stand workstation. With Further Adaptive, available in linear, perpendicular, and organic layouts, you can give height-adjustable workstations to those who want them, without disrupting the entire floorplan. Even mix and match fixed-height and height-adjustable worksurfaces within the same run to fit worker preferences.

If someone decides later that they’d like to both sit and stand, that’s an easy fix. Further can be retrofitted on demand efficiently by switching out a fixed-height for a height-adjustable workstation – all while reusing 70% of the workstation’s original parts.
Choice is yours.

Further is an agile furniture solution that embraces the ever-changing workplace and frees people to adapt their environment – simply, elegantly, and efficiently – at their own pace. A complete collection of beam-based and freestanding benching solutions, Further also offers integrated height-adjustability with Further Adaptive.

Powerful Possibilities

Ultimately flexible, Further’s central hub provides power and data support for a variety of applications. Power and data are located along the beam and routed to fixed and height-adjustable worksurfaces with a low-profile cord management chain and trough system.

Planning Versatility

Options for height-adjustable surfaces are available in linear, organic, and perpendicular configurations, with a variety of worksurface sizes and shapes for maximum planning flexibility.

User Choice

Mix fixed-height and height-adjustable surfaces within the same run, either side-by-side or back-to-back, with the option to upgrade from fixed to adjustable quickly and easily as users change and business needs evolve.

Retrofit Options

Install height-adjustable surfaces right away, or opt to retrofit fixed-height stations later. With its concentrated kit-of-parts, Further Adaptive reuses 70% of each workstation’s original parts, making it fast and cost-effective to adapt as needs change over time.
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Allsteel supports green initiatives in the contract furniture industry as a member of the U.S. Green Building Council. Further is an SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold and level® 2 certified product.